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Dear Parents, 

This week we have invited a number of prospective new parents to the 
school.  Many in Admissions have arrived on the recommendation of 
current parents, and I thank them for that.  Our EYFS Open Day on 
Tuesday attracted many new parents keen to hear about these  
popular year groups, enjoy a tour of the school and spend some time 
in the Early Years classrooms.  Next week we specifically are  
welcoming a group of parents from Magnolia Kindergarten, with 
whom we have established good links.  On Monday, we also welcome 
Ms Claire Grundy to Britannica, who is visiting us from Head Office in 
the UK.  

For current parents we have agreed and have started planning a range 
of events and activities in which we hope you will participate and 
 which will also provide you with opportunities to see your children in 
action at school.  I thank the large group of Chinese parents who have 
volunteered their services to assist in ensuring our Chinese New Year 
celebrations and activities are the best we can provide.  Our Korean 
parents are also invited to a special coffee morning being held for 
them this month and I know are they are already keen and starting to 
plan how they can contribute to the Mother Tongue Language Day 
later this term. Next week, we will be carrying out a presentation to 
the local Chinese/French community  downtown and we continue to 
be a school of first choice for our Japanese, Jewish and Italian  
families.  We remain delighted to serve the international community of 
Shanghai and believe one of the strengths of the school lies in the  
cultural and language diversity of its student population.  For parents 
wanting a true international experience for their child, but within a  
curriculum and school framework that is rooted in the best of British 
Education, we still remain a first choice school. 

Enjoy this week’s newsletter. 
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Children have settled exceptionally well across our new adjoining classrooms and have happily welcomed our new 
Pre-Nursery B teacher, Miss Emma.  We are thrilled at how well they have grasped the new teaching arrangements 
and adopted our wonderful new learning spaces.  

This week we began exploring our term topic, ‘On the Farm’, which lends itself particularly well to learning and 
development across curriculum outcomes, Understanding our World and Communication and Language.    

During carpet time children listened attentively to our farm storytelling and learnt new words associated with the 
farm including farmer, barn, cow, milk, and rooster.   

Children were fascinated with our focus animal of the week, the cow, and were surprised to learn that cows  
produce the milk we drink.  Children observed the farmer’s role in packaging milk that we find in our homes.  We 
all had a chance to milk a cow and begin to understand the role in which the farm plays in our world. 

We found opportunities to indulge our developing mathematics skills by counting eggs into cartons and using 
farmyard fences to make triangles and squares. During Art children counted out sets of ears and eyes and  
explored pattern recognition by placing spots on cow bodies. 

We look forward to working on our group art project next week and exploring ways in which we can all contribute 
to saving energy and becoming more environmentally aware.  Thank you for your support and sending children to 
school this week with empty food packages for our recycling project. Discussions with children about  
environmental sustainable concepts support our children in becoming responsible global citizens.  It is never too 
early to encourage caring attitudes and habits toward our communities and the environment.  We look forward to 
sharing our art piece at the upcoming Energy Week Art Exhibit. 
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We have had a fantastic week in Nursery, reading the Traditional Tales ‘Three Little Pigs’ and ‘Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears’. The children have been using puppets, the dressing up costumes, the puppet theatre, and real life 
objects to retell the stories using story language, such as “not by the hairs on my chinny chin” and “someone’s 
been eating my porridge!” using intonation to change the tone of their voice. 

The children have been busy huffing and puffing blowing houses down and making porridge for the Three Bears, 
following a simple recipe. We incorporated our story into our Mathematics learning and have been talking about 
‘most’ and ‘least’ to describe how much porridge is left in each of the Bear’s bowls and using size language to talk 
about the Three Little Pigs compared to the Wolf! 

Please find our photographs from this week below. 
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This week the children in Reception have continued to explore their new topic of Dinosaurs.  

We have been watching our eggs hatching and documenting the changes in daily Egg Diaries.  

We have been learning the names of the different dinosaurs, labelling body parts using adjectives and  
classifying them into groups of carnivores and herbivores. 

In phonics lessons, we have learnt the new sound ‘ee’ for feet and we used dinosaur footprints in our Maths 
lessons for measuring and printing addition sums.  

We look forward to seeing Reception parents at our Phonics & reading workshop on Tuesday, 23rd between 

3pm-4pm. 
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Continuing with our Great Explorers topic we are now studying Christopher Columbus and his journey to discover a 
new world.  Year 1 found out that it was not as easy as Columbus first thought as he arrived in America three times 
whilst trying to find India!  For our English learning, we re-told the story using time connectives, such as next, then, 
first, before, after and finally to make our writing more exciting.  In Science, we continued to investigate boat design 
and tested if our own boats were suitable to hold a variety of objects without sinking.  We had to think about fair  
testing and recording our results accurately.  Take a look at some of the wonderful designs below. 

Year 2 have started this term how they mean to go on! They are working very hard at listening closely to instructions 
and are trying to provide solutions to questions posed. They are very enthusiastic about their new topic of ‘Clothing’ 
and they have been busy learning new vocabulary and applying this in their work. In English, they have been examin-
ing the different features of a non-fiction book and the students have enthusiastically pointed these out when they are 
reading books. In Maths, they continue to add and subtract carefully and are working very hard to learn their times  
tables.  

Jaeha and Scarlett 
1D 

Maitha and Lina 
1D 

Gaoh and Kevin 
1D 

Year 1 have been consolidating their addition and subtraction skills in Mathematics by using a number square to add 
or subtract 2, 3, 5 and 10.  They remembered that Spider helps them to add or take away 10 and Fly helps them to add 
or subtract single digit numbers.    
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This week in Year 3 we have been learning a lot about China in our Topic and 
English lessons. In Topic, we looked at the human and physical  
geography of China and made 3D maps showing the different geographical 
features. Can you work out what materials we used? In English, we have been 
researching different landmarks in China. We presented our findings to our 
classmates who listened carefully to our presentations and told us what we 
did well and how we can improve our speaking skills. In Maths, we are  
learning more about telling the time and so have made and labelled clocks to 
help us with our work.  

This week in Year 4 we have been working on the English topic of ‘Explanation texts’. Children have become familiar 
with the features of what this type of writing involves and began drafting their own texts. Working on this style of  
writing is very tricky and working collaboratively with other pupils to ensure that explanations are detailed and very 
clear has been very beneficial to all pupils. Well done everyone! In Maths this week, we have continued to look at the 
different number operations whilst also focusing on various mental maths skills. Times table practice has  
continued to happen, and children have been working hard to refine their mental recall of the different facts. All  
children across Year 4 are focusing hard on their reading at home quickly moving through our reading reward scheme. 
Comprehension sessions in class have also remained a feature and we will continue to do so. It has been great to see 
all pupils back with us after the holidays and both classes have welcomed a new pupil, both settling in quickly to class 
routines and making new friends.  
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Every morning when the children come into class they have a ‘Morning challenge’ to complete. It could be anything 
from an open ended thinking task or a maths problem or describing a scene. Year 5 particularly enjoy the word  
challenges; where they have to see how many words they can make from a selection of letters. Quite often as a class 
we find and make over 50 or 60 words! Today we created over 80 words! Everyone is always very eager to find  
different words, especially as those children who make a word that no-one else has found get house points. Once we 
have created a large word bank, the children then have to see if they can create a really long sentence using the 
words. Which words can you make?  

This week in English, Year 6 students were able to research a wealth of information about China under headings that 
were chosen last week. They have considered China with regards to their local area, the wider Shanghai area, and the 
nation as a whole, and were intrigued by the vast range of cuisines, landmarks and cultures present. This week  
children learnt some of the measures that China has implemented to combat air pollution, and were introduced to the 
‘Living Wall’ project which ties in with the upcoming Britannica Energy Week. In Science, students have begun their 
new topic of Body Systems by identifying various body parts and describing their functions. 
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If you were to ask some of your friends about what they know about the stock market, a 
large proportion of them would say either nothing or not very much. If you were to ask 
them a further question regarding whether they believed putting your money in the 
stock market is a gamble, a large proportion would probably say yes. Even if this sounds 
like a huge assumption on your social group there is one thing that cannot be denied 
which is that there is a great  misconception about “investing”.  

Investing was put under speech marks deliberately because we should not forget that 
entering some of your money into the stock market is a very good investment. Business 
and Economics are not just the subjects I teach. They are the subjects that interest me 
greatly as a person. Investments have become part of mainstream news due to the  
success of Bitcoin (which is going down in stock price as we speak). Nevertheless, this 
has given me an opportunity to learn about Bitcoin but more importantly to learn about 
investing wholly. I have been told most of my life that buying a house is the best  
investment. Whilst, I remain on the fence with this notion I am often perplexed at the 
negativity of putting money into the stock exchange. Unquestionably, my duty is to 
equip my students with knowledge that will help them pass their exam but also to  
succeed in life.  

My offer for this week’s newsletter is to recommend a book that I believe will not only 
change  minds on the stock market but will be a good option to give your children when 
they are at the right age. Some of your children may have trust funds that you have  
provided for them. However, wouldn’t it be nice to know that your children would have a 
good idea of where they could put their money?  

Therefore, I urge you all to buy youthe book entitled “The Intelligent Investor” by Benjamin Graham. Without  
sounding like a salesman I would like to bring to your attention that the most successful investor of all time, Warren  
Buffet, employed the same tips that he learnt from the same book. Mr Graham gives a comprehensive breakdown of 
the stock market with very clear ways in how you should enter it. For example, it was completely dispelled from my 
thought process that “people with a lot of money” are those that enter a market. Rather, it is about consistency to 
which he has a phrase called “Dollar Cost Averaging” which is a term that describes those who enter the same amount 
of money on a regular basis into the market. This has proven to be a sound investment technique that has given many 
investors a healthy amount after 15-20 years. Another key notion about investing is what to do when the stock market is 
down. I will not spoil it for you, however you might be surprised at Mr Graham’s response. 

In conclusion, this is an opportunity to equip your child with a very special gift that they may cherish in time. We know 
that as teenagers they may not be thinking about 15-20 years from now. However, they will eventually get to that stage 
where they will have to make important investment choices. Rather than them only being told that a house is a good  
investment. Let us endeavour to give them an opportunity to find as many alternatives as possible for their future.  

Mr King (Business and Economics Teacher) 

 

Hi, my name is Nicholas and I am in Year 10.  I’m from Malaysia but I have been 
studying and living in Singapore for the past 8 years until I moved to Shanghai this 
month. I am a new student at Britannica and I have enjoyed my first 2 weeks at my 
new school. I like playing badminton and I love to draw as I’ve been attending  
drawing / art lessons since I was seven years old. My favourite subject is art but I 
also enjoy English.  

We would like to announce that Curriculum Overviews for 2018 are now available to view on the school website at   
the following web page  www.britannicashanghai.com/overview                             

http://www.britannicashanghai.com/overview
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This term, Year 9 students have been learning about Shakespearean Tragedy in English.  Through an in-depth look at 
Romeo & Juliet, Year 9 has been learning about the importance of context, setting, and language.  The students have 
also been considering different ways of representing a story through story-boards, graphic novels, and dialogue  
analysis.  In preparation for their assessment, the students have been examining different ways to construct a  
newspaper front page, based in Shakespearean times.   

The whole school participated in activity events this Thursday. One of the events was a mixed Business, Mathematics 
and Geography team building task which cultivated the students business acumen and helped them understand the 
concept of sustainability. The task involved creating paper fish which represented their currency, they could trade 
these fish for more paper, scissors, pencils and other items. The team with the most fish at the end won the task. The 
students really enjoyed this activity, especially the team work and negotiating skills. Many lessons were learnt, such as 
not investing in pointless items and always having reserves, just in case. It was fantastic to witness the secondary  
students taking the primary students under their wing and working closely with them. Have a look at the pictures to 
witness the fun that was had. 

 

Over the last few weeks, students have been participating in a cross-curricular activity involving Mathematics and  
swimming. Initially, in their swimming lessons with Mr Anthony Chevrier, students have performed numerous 50  
metre trials involving 2 strokes (Front stroke and then Backstroke). The challenge with each attempt has been to  
reduce the number of strokes whilst keeping the best time possible. The pupils had many attempts at 50 metres,  
using different strategies such as different strokes (breaststroke or front crawl) and different paces on each length in 
order to get the best result. Whilst working on their technique in order to get the best time, students collected 
enough data to analyse their performance in an upcoming mathematics unit.  

Therefore, with Mr Paul Clifton, in mathematics classes, students are set to analyse all performance’s components 
such as average speed, frequency of strokes, amplitude of movements, differential time between front stroke and  
backstroke. In the end, this cross-curricular activity will help the students to understand the impact of each element in 
the performance and help them to figure out the strategy they should apply to obtain the best result possible in their 
upcoming summative assessment in swimming. 
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Concord Music would like to welcome all students to the 1-on-1 Instrumental Programme for the new term. We are 
pleased to see many new students join this term, and wish them luck as they embark on their musical journeys. 
This term we have a few new teachers we would like to introduce. Travis Lu is our new guitar  
teacher who specializes in jazz and electric guitar. Travis is an active performer in the Shanghai Jazz scene (at venues 
such as the JZ Club and Wooden Box) and has great passion for inspiring his students.  
Keegan Govender is our new drum teacher who comes from a musical family in South Africa. With his rich experience, 
he has developed his own teaching system that enables students to pick up drums easily and develop a strong  
foundation with good sense of ensemble playing.  

We are very happy to see increasing interest in other instruments as well, such as the clarinet. This term, we have  
Jenny Wu (Ph.D.) as our clarinet teacher. She has taught in several primary and high schools across Taipei, and recent-
ly published her thesis on sound therapy and folk music.  

In Music this week we have had a few things happening, from an 
activities day to ASA’s starting. Every group was really enthusiastic 
and we are looking forward to seeing the end results. Our first  
rehearsal was this week and there was plenty of excitement. We all 
introduced our characters and discovered how each of the charac-
ters was related to each other. The best part was the first opening 
song ‘A Poultry Tale’. Well done to those who had solo parts. Stu-
dents need to remember to make sure they come with a water bot-
tle, pencil, and lots of energy! 

This term is also the start again or our MUSIC 1:1 program provided from Concord Music and if anyone missed the 
deadline to join this term they are still welcome to pick up a form from the Music Department. We would like to  
welcome back all the teachers from Concord and welcome the new teachers that have joined us this term. 

Miss Owens 

Director of Expressive Arts 
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2017 – 2018 SPRING TERM  BRITANNICA SCHOOL CALENDAR  

BRITANNICA  INTERNATIONAL  SCHOOL,  SHANGHAI  

An Orbital Education School 

 

1988 GUBEI ROAD, SHANGHAI 201103 CHINA 

Tel: 021 6402 7889  Email: admissions@britannicashanghai.com 

Web:  www.britannicashanghai.com 

January 2018 

All School EYFS Primary Secondary School Holiday Other Parent Event 

 
Saturday, 20th January — Sunday, 21st January—Nanjing Swimming Competition 

Monday, 22nd January - Friday, 26th January — Energy Week  

Tuesday, 23rd January — Reception parents ‘Phonics and Reading’ workshop  

Tuesday, 23rd January – Magnolia Kindergarten Open Day 10-12 noon 

Wednesday, 31st January — Korean Parent coffee morning  （9am—10am） 

ALL DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

February 2018 

Monday, 5th February —Dress rehearsal for CNY Performances 

Wednesday, 7th February — Morning opening of CNY celebrations: Students' Dragon Dance 

Wednesday, 7th February — KS2 & Secondary CNY Performance 

Wednesday, 7th February — CNY Activities 

Thursday, 8th February —Chinese Costume Day 

Thursday, 8th February —Reception & KS1 CNY Performances 

Monday, 12th February —Friday, 23rd February — School closed for CNY holidays 

March 2018 
Wednesday, 7th March — Mother Language Day 

Monday, 12th March—Friday, 16th March —Book Week / House Competition 

Wednesday 21st March —Spring Music Concert for instrumentalists  

Tuesday, 27th March — Early Years Foundation Stage Open Day (9:15-12 noon) 

Thursday, 29th March — EYFS Parents Open Morning ‘Spring fun activity and giant picnic day’ 

Monday, 26th March—Friday, 30th March—Expedition Week  
 


